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PURPOSE:
RULE

Amend

Replace

34.6.3 In Gold and Silver Championship events, the order of finish and finish times shall be recorded
and scoffed for only 60 minutes after the first boat finishes. All boats finishing after that shall
be scored DNF.

OR
SPECIFICATION ______________________________________________________as follows:

PROPOSED TEXT:
34.6.3 In Gold and Silver Championship events, the order of finish and finish times shall be recorded
and scoffed for only:
Format A: 60 minutes after the first boat finishes
Format B: 45 minutes after the first boat finishes
Format C: 30 minutes after the first boat finishes
All boats not finishing within these limits and still sailing the course shall be scored TLE. TLE will be defined as:
a) Number of finisher plus 1
b) Average of boats not finished still sailing the course

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REASON: Two items are being changed here. First, is the finish window time itself. In Format B and C there are target
times as part of STCR 34.3.7, 1.5 hours for B and 1.0 hrs for C. These Formats usually contemplate multiple races per
day, and a target time of 67% (Format B) or 100% of the finish window is excessive. In practice, these finishing windows
have often been changed in the past in order to expedite the start of a subsequent race. It is not necessary to shorten the
finish window for Format A events, as there is no target time in STCR 34.3.7, the time limit itself is 3.5 hours, and usually
only one race per day is contemplated.
The second change 1) alters the language in the last sentence to correspond with the definition of Finish in the RRS, and
2) mitigates the severity of the penalty for failure to finish within the finish window.
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Commented [LS2]: I think we should pick one and maybe
leave the other in the „REASON“ section?

